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October 4, 2018 

 

 

Dear Clients & Friends of Grisanti Capital Management: 

 

 

     The lark's on the wing;  

     The snail's on the thorn:  

     God's in His heaven—  

     All's right with the world! 

 

       – Robert Browning, 1841 

 

 Investors basked in good economic news in the third quarter, as the market was propelled 

by good earnings and consumer optimism.  Your investments rose over 4%.
1
   Corporate taxes 

have been cut, giving many firms a (one-time) surge in earnings.  Not to be outdone, agencies 

have cut regulations even more than taxes.  Meanwhile, the unemployment rate hit its lowest 

level since 1969.  Consumer confidence is approaching all time highs.  While interest rates are 

rising, they remain well below historical norms.  Reflecting all this good news, the market has 

made numerous new highs.   To borrow from Robert Browning, for investors at least, ‘All’s right 

with the world!’.   

 

 It strikes us as a good time to be cautious.   

 

 To quote the bartender to the horse: ‘why the long face?’  Part of it comes from the glass-

is-half-empty outlook of a value investor.  But there’s more.  We are a data driven firm, and a 

glance at historical metrics will explain our concern.  Investing is less about assessing the current 

situation and more about anticipating what comes next.  The chart on the next page reflects what 

has happened over the last 50 years after the economy experiences a ‘Goldilocks’ period like the 

one we find ourselves in today.  We show consumer confidence for the past 50 years (but we 

could have picked unemployment rates to make the same point).  There were only two periods 

(late 1960s and late 1990s) when consumers were as rosy-cheeked as they are right now.  Such 

euphoria lasted anywhere from 6 to 24 months, but both those peaks were then followed by a 

slumping economy and a stock market that entered bearish territory, punishing growth stocks and 

rewarding patient value managers. 

                                                      
1 The performance shown is for the GCM Large Cap Value composite.   
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 While we want to sound a note of caution, we are not all doom and gloom.  The U.S. 

economy is an ocean liner, not a speedboat, and it has strong momentum.  We are not expecting 

an imminent decline, and we continue to find attractive investments, which we will outline 

further below.  But, each up-cycle sows the seeds of its own demise.  Companies (and 

consumers) become optimistic; business is good; they borrow money; because of low default 

rates, lending standards are relaxed.  Then, interest rates go up, and stress is added to the system.  

Finally, in the natural order of things, the weak links break first, and the system slumps.   

 

 We believe we are starting to see stress in those weakest links in emerging markets like 

Turkey and Argentina.  Turkey is a larger economy than Switzerland or The Netherlands, and 

more than four times the size of Greece, where a debt crisis caused global market turmoil several 

years ago.  Inflation in Turkey has soared to 24%, the currency has been devalued and the 

country has large dollar-denominated debt (i.e., with the Turkish Lira devaluation, the debt just 

got much harder to repay).  European banks have large loans to Turkish interests.  Although 

Turkish equities are down more than 50% (in dollar terms), so far the contagion has not spread, 

and perhaps it won’t.  But these are the kind of stresses that are typical of financial events that, in 

retrospect, indicate a turning point. 

 

 Our investment philosophy requires us to only invest in companies where we assess a 

margin of safety.  This can affect our performance in the short term, as we do not chase stocks in 

a hot market that we consider risky.   This quarter, while lagging the market, we earned more 

than a 4% return and our companies remain long term values that will protect your capital 

through a cycle.  Their prospects remain strong, they have good balance sheets, and, just as 

important, their share prices are not expensive.   

 

   One example that we have written about before is Comcast.  The nation’s largest cable 

company and also the owner of NBC/Universal, it has arguably the second best set of media 

assets in the United States (with Disney in the number one position).  The stock has been 

punished since February when the company made a bid for Fox.  The stock dropped about 30%, 

and we greatly added to our position.  We like Comcast’s management and it has a history of 

money-making acquisitions, including NBC/Universal.    Several weeks ago, in a complicated 
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ending, Disney won the bidding war for Fox, and Comcast will buy Sky, the European cable 

company, from both Disney and Fox.  The market reacted negatively to the finalization of the 

acquisition, though this was the ending we were hoping for.  The stock dropped 7% that day, and 

we bought more.  Coincidentally, nine years ago when Comcast bought NBC, the stock also 

dropped 7% that day.  It was a terrific acquisition and paved the way for superior growth over 

the next decade.  We think the Sky deal is another winner, and we’re happy to be partners with 

this management team.   

 

 Apple was the best stock of the quarter, up 22%.  Better than expected earnings along 

with an exciting new iPhone XS Max pushed Apple over the $1 trillion market capitalization 

mark, the first U.S. company in history to do so.  (These are just the sort of things that happen in 

a bull market.)  Apple was an example of a company that we bought in late 2016 at less than 12 

times earnings.  The iPhone X was a year away, and analysts were saying that everyone already 

had a cell phone and didn’t need a new one, especially one that cost over $1,000.  We believed 

the phone would be a hit, and we were right, but just as important as being right is that we 

bought the stock at an inexpensive price.  That is important for two reasons:  Because the stock 

was cheap, it went up a lot more than it would have if we had bought it at a more expensive 

valuation.  But more importantly for protecting your capital, if we happened to be wrong instead 

of right (and that happens too), we wouldn’t have lost as much money, as the stock had already 

fallen from grace prior to our purchase.   

 

 So what stock may be the “next Apple” in your portfolio?  That would be our worst stock 

in the portfolio for the quarter, Facebook.  It is selling at only 16 times next year’s earnings 

estimate, even as it continues to grow revenues by over 20% a year.  In fact it is the only large 

US company that is growing its revenues at that rate, has no debt, and is selling below a market 

multiple.  We like that combination.  The stock rose sharply (up 22%) in the second quarter, only 

to disappoint investors’ expectations with earnings and plunge 15% in the third quarter.  The 

disappointment came due to the company wisely deciding to spend more to protect its data and 

ward off manipulation from outside media sources (Russians and others).  This cost your 

portfolio over 1% of return in the quarter, even though we are still making money on the 

investment since its initial purchase.  (Again, this shows the value of buying something at an 

attractive entry price.)  Like Apple, if we are right about Facebook, it should have the “double 

appreciation” of shares rising as its earnings increase, and also getting more expensive as 

investors give it a higher valuation as perceptions improve.  And if we’re wrong, we paid a low 

price for it, limiting downside risk.   

 

 Finally, we wanted to highlight a relatively new investment in oil services, the companies 

that locate reserves, provide tools and help energy companies drill for oil.  We have investments 

in Schlumberger, Halliburton and Nabors Industries, with premier service company 

Schlumberger our largest oil services position.  The reasoning is straightforward.  Not 

surprisingly, like the shares of oil companies themselves (e.g., Exxon), the price of the 

investments in oil service companies is typically correlated with the price of oil.  Oil plummeted 

from $109 a barrel to $26 over an 18 month period ending in early 2016.  At that time, shares of 

Schlumberger dropped almost 50%.  Since then, oil has rebounded to $75.  At the same time, 

Schlumberger has done nothing, and you can still buy a share of SLB at $61.  Why?  We suspect 

that investors fear that oil companies, still smarting from oil’s sharp decline, will be slow to hire 
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Schlumberger to drill new holes.  That’s true (and always is after an oil slump), but there is only 

so long you can go without finding new oil to replace the depleting fields.  That’s especially true 

when the economy is as good as it is now, which leads to increased energy demand.  The clock is 

ticking, and Schlumberger remains the premier company in the industry, with global scope and a 

double-A balance sheet.  It yields over 3%, and it remained profitable even when oil was at $26.  

This strikes us as a low-risk, high quality way to play a recovering oil market, with the potential 

to rise significantly over a three year period.    

 

 As may be obvious from the discussion above, we aren’t buying “the market,” but we 

invest in specific companies, which we believe will increase in value over a multi-year period, 

even in a more difficult market.  There are potential road bumps ahead – rising interest rates, 

trade skirmishes and midterm elections among them.  We can’t promise when, but we can 

promise that there’s a downturn out there somewhere.  Looking back at history, the likelihood is 

that things can’t get too much better from here.  There’s nothing alarming about this – it’s part of 

the cycle, and we’ve been here before.  But we expect more volatility ahead and prudence 

dictates that we remain vigilant with your money and not introduce an unacceptable element of 

risk, especially as we may be nearing a peak. 

 

 

     Very truly yours, 

 

 

     Christopher C. Grisanti  

 

p.s. – We’ve talked often about value versus growth investing.  For anyone who is thinking that 

value investing is dead and growth investing will forever be ascendant, the following chart 

should either make you feel vindicated or very nervous.  Unless the world is different this time, 

we would bet on value beating growth over the next five years: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


